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AirlinePros is an award-winning global network providing Representation, Distribution and Commercial Solutions for the
aviation and tourism industry. Our ethos is to partner with professionals who share our principles to provide unparalleled

value for our clients, our trade partners and customers.
At AirlinePros we love what we do, and we do what we love which helps us take you to greater heights.

AVIATION AND BRAZIL
AN INTRODUCTION

Read More

Aviation in Brazil started in 1910 and being a continental country (over 
8.5 million sq.km.) Brazil is highly dependent on aviation. The size of 
the country and the precariousness of other means of transport made 
commercial aviation expand exponentially. 

Most of the inbound travelers come especially from Argentina, the United States and Europe (Portugal, Italy, UK, France, Spain, and others). This 
is largely because Brazil waived the need for visas from these countries, but the list of countries that do not need a visa to come to Brazil is quite 
extensive.
According to MTur, Ministry of Tourism, the main reason for looking at Brazil as an international tourist destination is the performance of activities 
related to leisure. Other factors were visiting friends and relatives, business, events, and conventions among other reasons. 

How do I make payment for an online booking? 
TAAG allows online payments with credit card (Visa and Mastercard) and MultiCaixa. The 
‘book now, pay later’ (Multicaixa) payments are allowed only in Angola though. 

If I need to carry an extra suitcase, how can I do it? 
You can purchase an extra luggage in advance or at the airport on the day of your travel. The 
cost at the airport is higher than in advance.

Once I make an economy class booking, can I upgrade? How can I do that? How much 
does it cost? 
Yes, you can pay the difference to upgrade your ticket, but it will depend on the seat and fare 
availability.
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FEATURED AIRLINE
TAAG ANGOLA AIRLINES

Excerpts of an interview with Eduardo Fairen Soria, CEO, and Lisa 
Mota-Pinto McNally, CCO, TAAG Angola Airlines which appeared in 
AirWaves, the international newsletter of AirlinePros.
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